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This memorandum summarizes the Public Kick-off Workshop conducted for City of Columbia’s Zoning and
Land Development Ordinance Rewrite. It is organized into the following structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Overview (purpose and format, major outcomes)
What did we learn (themes reported from each workshop activity)
Who did we hear from (characteristics of participants)
Supporting Material (all the input gathered from the workshop and website)

1. Overview
On May 12, 2015 the City of Columbia hosted a public kick-off workshop for the Zoning and Development
Ordinance Rewrite (the Rewrite), also called the “Shaping Columbia Workshop.” Approximately 60 people
participated.

Purpose
The purpose of the workshop was to introduce the Rewrite process and allow citizens to share insights on the
development ordinance and on shaping the future of development in Columbia.

Format
The workshop activities included:
Goals Rating. Five Draft Goals, which are statements of intent about the Rewrite process, were evaluated
and rated individually. Participants were given a form with the goals and asked to circle how important they
felt each statement was. All five goals were assumed to be important, so the form used a scale from one to
five with one being “somewhat important” and five being “very important.” There was also a comment area
below each principle for participants to suggest edits, clarifications, or other thoughts. Thirty-five (35) Goal
Rating forms were collected.
Group Discussion. Participants worked in small groups to discuss responses to the nominal question, “What
one participant at each group recorded the group’s responses on a designated form. Eight (8) group
discussion forms were collected.

Kick-off Questionnaire. Every participant at the Workshop received a questionnaire with five open-ended
questions that allowed individuals to provide additional feedback. This questionnaire was also posted to the
project website and promoted through email and social media. Responses were collected through May 29.
Eight (8) Kick-off Questionnaires were collected at the workshop, while an additional thirty-one (31)
responses were submitted following the workshop via the project website and email.
Exit questionnaires. Before participants left the Workshop, they were asked to fill out an exit questionnaire.
Those responses provide insight into the overall satisfaction with the Workshop and characteristics of the
participants. Thirty-five (35) Exit Questionnaires were collected.

2. What did we learn?
Goals
Overall the five goals were rated quite high, ranging from 4.0 to 4.4 on a scale of one to five with five
representing full support. Below are each of the five goals as presented, with their average rating of
importance, and a summary of participant comments.

RATING AND COMMENTS
1. Implement Plan Columbia [Score: 4.3]
Comments
 Expand greenway system, parks and connectivity
 Encourage affordable housing options
 Better utilization of land and increased development intensity
2. Create a user-friendly code [Score: 4.3]
Comments
 Create an easy to search online version
 Remove ambiguity
 One-stop shop for development/zoning information
3. Modernize Zoning Districts and Development Standards [Score: 4.0]
Comments
 Incorporate new typologies (ex. live/work)
 Incentivize increased density
 Address parking (too much)
4. Add context-sensitive regulations [Score: 4.4]
Comments
 Encourage adaptive reuse and infill
 Include affordable housing
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Protect historic properties while encouraging reuse and reinvestment
Promote walkable neighborhoods
Encourage buildings to be orientated to street

5. Incorporate sustainable development practices [Score: 4.3]
Comments
 Promote transportation alternatives (transit/biking)
 Ensure tree preservation
 Protect natural areas
 Encourage green building and site infrastructure
Other comments
 Improve aesthetics (architecture, signs, landscaping, corridors, scenic views)
 Allow flexibility in regulations
 Make the process more fair and predictable

Group Discussion
146 Ideas and comments were recorded on the group discussion forms. Each comment or idea was
categorized by one of the draft goals above. In some cases, comments were assigned to more than one goal.
Within each goal, commonly recurring themes were identified. Listed below are the goals and frequently
recurring themes within those goals along with the approximate percentage of comments that each theme
represented. Like the draft goals, a majority of comments related to implementing of Plan Columbia and
context-sensitive regulations. The verbatim comments are listed in Section 4. Supporting Material.
Implement Plan Columbia (40%)
 High-quality design (12%) – architecture, streetscape elements (lighting, trees, utilities), landscaping,
signs
 A range of housing choices (8%) – affordable housing, mixed-use, alternatives (live-work, accessory
dwellings, tiny houses, etc.), controlling student housing
 Connected community (8%) – walkability, alternative transportation
 Better utilization of vacant structures and land (5%) – Infill/redevelopment/reuse
 Greater intensity of development at strategic locations (5%) – encourage mixed-use, greater
density
 Strong neighborhoods (3%) – identities, context-sensitivity (scale, compatible uses, student housing)

Add context-sensitive regulations (14%)
 Historic preservation
 Where uses are permitted
 Neighborhood integrity
 Student housing
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Modernize zoning districts and development standards (13%)
 Address parking requirements and location
 Allow for flexibility in standards or incentives
 Implement best practices
Incorporate sustainable development practices (11%)
 Green building, energy efficiency (particularly with respect to historic areas)
 Walkability and alternative transportation
 Protect resources
Create a user-friendly code (9%)
 More community participation
 Create simple, understandable requirements
 Allow flexible processes

Kick-off Questionnaire
Listed below is a summary of responses to each of the five questions on the kick-off questionnaire. Complete
verbatim responses are contained in Section 4. Supporting Material.
1. What has been your experience with the current Zoning and Land Development Ordinance?
 Mixed, good interactions with staff
 Somewhat cumbersome regulations/process
 Discontent with variances overriding existing ordinances
2. What are the most important changes to the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance that would
make you feel this rewrite project has been successful?
 User-friendly; easy to understand
 Coordination between city and county zoning
 More sensible district boundaries
 Consideration and integration of form-based codes
 Modern and context-sensitive regulations: downtown development, green building, preservation
 Stricter regulation of height restrictions, preserving historic character
3. Are there specific issues related to development (or development regulations) that you believe need to
be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance rewrite?
 Protect greenspaces and increase green stormwater infrastructure
 Increase development intensity in appropriate locations
 Increasing aesthetics by burying power lines and preserving trees
 Incorporate elements of form-based code, design, and architectural quality
 Sustainability (reduce need for cars, encourage alternative transportation/walkability)
 Sign control
 Provide for bicycle- and pedestrian-friendly spaces
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4. What has been your experience with development permitting under the current Zoning and Land
Development Ordinance? Are development review processes too time consuming? Adequate?
 Mixed: some say too long, some say reasonable
 Positive interactions with staff
 Coordination between departments, staff, and planning commission could be improved
 Citizen input is elicited but then underrepresented in final building plans
5. What broader goals should be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance rewrite?
 Appearance, design quality
 Increase density – places where people can live and work
 Foster a sense of place through historic preservation
 Encourage quality affordable housing
 Create a more user-friendly code
 Incorporate citizen input in development plans
 Environmental stewardship (stormwater, tree canopy, and waterways)

3. Who did we hear from?
Attendance
Approximately 60 citizens participated in the workshop, not including staff, consultants, and volunteers.
There were 58 signatures on the sign-in sheets.

Demographics
The exit questionnaires provide insight into the demographic makeup of workshop participants compared to
Columbia’s demographics reported by the most recent U.S. Census. The exit questionnaires reflect only those
35 participants who responded.
Age.



Race.


Participants mostly middle-age or older. Participants aged 55-64 made up 48% of respondents,
compared with 9% in this cohort from the Census.
Younger demographic under-represented. There were no respondents under the age of 35, a subset
which makes up 60% of the Columbia population, according to the Census.

Racial composition did not align with that of entire community. Approximately 91% of respondents
identified as White/Caucasian, whereas 50% identified as such in the in the 2010 Census. The
remaining 9% of respondents identified as Back/African-American, compared with 42% in the
Census.

Income.
 Diverse representation from various income levels with the highest representation from those
earning more than $75,000 in family household income. Approximately 72% of respondents
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identified their household income at a level above $75,000 per year, compared to 16% from the
Census. Groups identifying with household earnings below $35,000 comprised just 6% of
respondents, in comparison to 55% of Columbia’s households as indicated by the Census.
Educational Attainment.
 Participants generally have high levels of education. Respondents had higher overall levels of
educational attainment including 58% with a Ph.D. or Master’s degree. This compares to 14% from
the U.S. Census. In addition to graduate education, respondents also had a higher percentage with a
college degree (30% compared to 27% from the 2010 Census).
Residency
 Most participants live in the city of Columbia. Approximately 79% of respondents were from the city
of Columbia. Another 12% lived outside the city’s limits but within Richland County and 9% were
from outside Richland County.
 Mix of longtime and new residents. There was a fairly even representation of residents according to
tenure with the three cohorts of less than four years, ten to 19 years, and 40 to 49 years each having
21% of respondents.
Motivation
The exit questionnaires polled participants about their interests and opinions about the workshops. The
results indicate high levels of satisfaction.
Why did you choose to attend the public kickoff workshops?
Participants had a variety of motivations for attending the workshops. Some of these included:
 They want to be a part of the solution
 They love this city and see its potential
 They are concerned about missed opportunities
 They recognize the connection between zoning and community aesthetics and affordability
 They are interested in steering the density of development
 They think that Columbia is growing in the right direction and want to see that continue

Were you comfortable working in today’s small group?
Did you feel your input was heard and recorded accurately?
Did you attend the Plan Columbia Workshop in June 2014?

Rate the workshop length.

Too Long
17%

Too Short
3%

YES
91%
97%
78%
About Right
80%
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4. Supporting Material
This section contains complete results and verbatim comments collected from participants. It is organized
into the following parts:
 Goal rating and comments
 Group discussion comments
 Kick-off questionnaire

Goal rating and comments
Implement Plan
Columbia. high-

Create a userfriendly code. more

quality design / strong
neighborhoods /
connected greenway
system /
a range of housing
choices / strong city
center / better
utilization of vacant
structures and land /
greater intensity of
development at
strategic locations /
connected community

efficient approval
processes / easy-tounderstand /
graphically rich /
better formatting and
organization

Modernize zoning
districts and
development
standards. more
receptive to 21st
Century economic
trends / address new &
emerging businesses
types

Add contextsensitive
regulations.
respond to character
and contexts within
city / encourage
walkability /
facilitate mixed-use
development / protect
neighborhood integrity

Incorporate
sustainable
development
practices. remove
barriers to marketdriven innovations in
green building /
protect resources /
support walkability and
alternative
transportation / create
meaningful incentives

Count

33

1

1

3%

0

0%

1

3%

2

6%

1

3%

2

0

0%

2

6%

1

3%

0

0%

2

6%

3

6

18%

4

12%

8

24%

1

3%

3

9%

4

6

18%

9

27%

11

33%

10

31%

7

21%

5

20

61%

18

55%

12

36%

19

59%

20

61%

Average

33

4.33

4.30

33

3.97

32

4.38

33

4.30

The following tables contain complete verbatim comments for each goal. Response numbers relate to one
unique goal form from one respondent.
Implement Plan Columbia
Response #
6

That means really following comp plan, when considering rezoning requests , greenway/walk/bike
very important

8

Not familiar (yet) with Plan Columbia, but all the goals above are good. Would also like to see open
space be part of the plan - major urban parks, plus neighborhood parks. Good zoning needs a strong
central concept

9

Implied - as far as this process, always keeping this in mind

14

consistent with content

7

Response #
15

This is simply boiler-plate mission statements

16

Make Columbia/Richland Co. more handicap accessible

17

Need density for economics, environmental reasons and quality of life issues

18

Lighting/sidewalks. Plan for fire safety and response to the population

21

This is more of a mission statement than a goal. Goals should be ways to achieve this as a mission

23

Greenway system - good idea

26

Connections, especially non-vehicular, very important greenways, bicycle paths, pedestrian
infrastructure.

28

1. Most important need - range of housing options, especially affordable housing 2. Better utilization
of vacant land 3. Intensity of development at strategic locations
After the Plan Columbia meeting, there were drafts and proposals, but we weren't notified as to when
the final draft was ready. I think participants should have more follow up

31

Create a user-friendly code.
Response #
6

True, but comprehensive enough coverage of regulations to remove ambiguity and subjective
interpretation.

9

Must be technologically friendly. On-line submission, smart-phone apps, data sharing, just to name a
few

17

19

User friendly also means not too long or complex. User friendly means people end up using it.
Complex and long documents are normally not used. Do not over specify details
Code that does not contradict the other. For example building code: build as many bedrooms as you
want. Zoning code: only 3 unrelated can live in a housing unit
Businesses and owners have a right to understand a code

21

Very important

28

Create incentives for affordable housing. Creation that includes density bonuses, flexibility on lot sizes,
parking, etc.

31

The current code is nearly impossible to search online. This should be a priority, making an online
search easy and accurate.

18

Modernize zoning districts and development standards.
Response #
6

While recognizing the advantages of older pre-auto dominated traditional development

8

I'd like to see new typologies - live/work zones, neighborhood commercial zoning, special use districts
for commercial and entertainment districts, such as five points. The vista, the use district, government
district…don't zone for the "100 year parking event"

9

While making sure the city looks "nice"

14

Priority development

16

Parking in the city

17

Encourage economic development with zoning and standards. Build in incentive of density

19

Everything should have flexibility built in

8

Response #
21

If you focus on implementing the other goals, you will get this

26

less parking

28

Concentrate on center density, not encouraging sprawl; find way to encourage density and discourage
sprawl to the degree possible
Districts with historic properties need to be respected and not bent to accommodate new trends that
are incompatible with original design

31

Add context-sensitive regulations.
Response #
6

Grannie flats/secondary residential units especially in old residential neighborhoods where they are
prevalent, but grandfathered

8

Encourage historic preservation and adaptive reuse of existing buildings, encourage massing, setback
and building orientation to street that respect existing urban fabric (ties in with special use districts)

9

Quality affordable housing within mixed neighborhoods. Inclusionary zoning

11

Very important to control building size in Vista

14

Regulations vary by district

15

Columbia consistently fails to address neighborhoods and any full range of demographic sectors

16

Mixed-use development

17

Density, diversity will encourage a "neighborhood" Density enables walkability. Neighborhoods
integrity is not an independent variable it is a result of density and walkability

18

sidewalks

21

Regulation must address each of the issues shown in goal - all regs should be context sensitive

28

Also facilitate - indeed require inclusion of affordable housing in all new development, regardless of
location

31

Keep in mind the elderly and others who may not be able to walk. Also, mixed development is not
desirable in every neighborhood

Incorporate sustainable development practices.
Response #
3
6

Historic requirements prohibit some modern, keeping landlords from proper rehab. Therefore,
historic structures slowly deteriorate.
Quality durable construction that will last 100 years - not 15-25

8

I'd also like to see encouragement for transit alternatives, including cycling, and zoning/urban design
guidelines to help pedestrians feel safe. Walkability is very important. Highlight topographical features
such as streams and the riverfront. Lay groundwork for future transit corridors, once density is
sufficient to support it

9

Green, green, green. Sustainable, sustainable, sustainable.

14

Trees, mobility options

15

Sustainability is not dealing with climate change. Columbia is very lacking in residential sustainability
or active dealing with climate change and positive environmental protection

9

Response #
17

Innovation and creativity are produced by a free, open and communicative environment. Preservation
of diversity of architecture is most important environmental impact as it saves all embodied energy of
not tearing down and rebuilding. LEED is too restrictive and confining and overly expensive to create
the same result.

18

Incentives for green roof development, tree preservation for storm water management

19

Don't mandate what the market may not want

20

Improve stream corridors (restore)

21

Too many different items in this goal. Walkability and alternative transportation have nothing to do
with green building

26

Not just support but encourage

28

Yes. As long as it is always cost neutral, done thru grants and private sector investment driven by
incentives

31

The cost of green must be considered. Also, sometimes people don't realize that rehabbing and
keeping an old structure can be green when one considers the "cost" of original materials (and labor)
including old growth wood

Other comments.
Response #
1

I see nothing about appearance. This should be part of any plan. Bury power lines. Illegal signs are a
blight in Columbia. We need penalties and enforcement, and clear regulations. Regulations must
require facilities that encourage walking and bicycling.

2

1. Modernize public transportation 2. Improve jobs - help create them 3. Repair the roads! Part of my
family lives in Columbia. I have moved away from this city at least four times. Lack of legal protection
and lack of jobs, and out dated infrastructure. Also, the city needs to be willing to support reliable
public transportation. I love to walk and exercise! 4. Rewrite zoning, to attract the arts and restaurants
5. Can re-use vacant buildings for arts/events etc. 6. Zoning can encourage small businesses to come
and build

3

Zoning, design, historic rules are a joke. Anyone with enough money and influence can get any of
these by passed. There should be a super majority on council to change any of these.

8

Develop a major urban park - the local analogue of central park. Align the overall goals of the code
with a concept of what Columbia is or wants to be - what distinguishes Columbia from Charleston,
Spartanburg, Charlotte or Atlanta? How is it special?

9

Address challenges of low-income neighborhoods. Gentrification. Developer incentives.

10

HVACS should not be seen on roofs of buildings. Buildings should not turn a cold shoulder to the
street. At least a fake front entrance should be on every building relative to the sidewalk. Signage
needs to be placed with better respect. Parking garages should be especially beautiful or hidden.

11

Important to maintain views of Capital

17

Density

19

View corridors on key streets. Flexibility in districts based on growth/redevelopment. Clustering
provisions to reward green space and maintain density. Make sure the code mean something.
Mandate underground wiring.

20

Stronger requirements for new tree planting. Make it harder to remove large trees. Create incentives
to limit parking and/or make it more permeable. More incentives for inner ring redevelopment.

10

Response #
22

Have a one stop center for new businesses, a place to get all the info and answer any questions

26

How do we prevent downtown form becoming student and empty nester dominant? How do/can
school districts impact whether couples with children move downtown?

27

Coordinate "appearances so that a 1840 building is not next to a 70's style architecture. Be consistent
within zoning areas - for example setbacks in Melrose Heights - houses built in 20's 18' from sf. And
new setbacks - 30'

28

With 95,000 households in Richland and Lexington County suffering from housing cost burden (paying
more than 30% of household income for rent or mortgage) affordable housing is a critical community
need. Teacher, police officers, fire fighters, and service industry workers need an affordable, safe,
decent home within their mean

31

The goals don't seem to mention how the codes will be administered and how appeals and exceptions
will be made. Another goal is to make this system fair and removed from politics

33

Community gardens, sustainable landscaping and water permeable asphalt, increased parking design
in urban core, increased mixed use development, discourage PUD's, development of derelict locations
(industrial)

Group discussion
The following are verbatim comments from the group discussion. The comments are organized by the
goal or theme to which they are most associated.
High-quality design (12%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
8

2

5

2

16

3

1

3

3

3

8

3

9

3

10

5

7

Idea
No help on treatments for corridors
Require developments to have sidewalks (Spring
Hill Suites unacceptable)
Think about infrastructure needs aesthetically as
well: power lines, fiber cables get them
underground
Disappointed in aesthetics of properties,
buildings and signage
Wider streets better landscape along corridors
Too many parking garages with street frontages,
should be interior
Enhancing landscape ordinance as quickly as
possible
Include design guidelines to enhance city's
appearance
Trees between sidewalk and street

Relates to Goal...

Also relates to
Goal...

high-quality design
high-quality design

modernize districts
and standards

high-quality design

high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
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Table
#
5

Idea
#
8

5

22

6

2

6

6

6

7

7

1

7

3

7

5

9

28

Idea
Architectural consistency in districts; ex: USC
Maintaining green spaces, especially in crowded
commercial districts
Billboards
Trees and bury lines! Bury lines!
Sign restrictions - smaller, monument, neon signs
Stronger requirements for tree planting
/landscaping ordinance. More code for
responding to tree removal
Better/redevelop entrance to major attractions.
View of corridors more/better appearance
Don't encourage good design downtown

Relates to Goal...

Also relates to
Goal...

high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design

sustainable
development
practices

high-quality design
high-quality design
high-quality design

context-sensitive
practices

A range of housing choices (8%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
18

2

8

3

4

4

11

4

14

4

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Failure of city to deal with student housing in
residential areas
Affordability - close to schools, jobs, amenities

housing choices

Address challenges of low income areas - offer
incentives for quality housing
Allow for affordable housing infill in established
neighborhoods
Encourage affordable housing downtown
through zoning, but should be capped at
percentage of a development so that an entire
block or neighborhood does not suddenly drop
in value. Should be "sprinkled" throughout new
development

housing choices

17

housing choices

housing choices
housing choices
strong city center

housing choices
Possibility for "tiny houses" in zoning

5

4

5
5

Also relates to
Goal...
strong
neighborhoods

housing choices

12

Family housing; school district
Address affordable housing with careful infill
housing

14

Inclusionary zoning…

housing choices

housing choices

sustainable
development
practices
context-sensitive
practices
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Table
#
5

Idea
#
16

5

20

9

29

Idea
Accessory dwelling units
Live/work
Make low income housing not look like low
income housing

Relates to Goal...
housing choices

Also relates to
Goal...
modernize districts
and standards

housing choices
housing choices

high-quality design

Connected community (8%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
23

2

4

2

7

2

9

3

11

4

5

Idea
Add in more sidewalks - finish existing sidewalks
(example: rosewood)
Connecting different areas with safe bikeways
and walkways
Amenities and connecting them. Riverfront;
getting people street
Crossing Assembly, Huger, Gervais
Begin laying groundwork for future mass transit
corridor
Encourage alternative forms of transportation

5

2

5

6

5

19

6

5

Sidewalks on all streets and neighborhoods;
crosswalks on all streets
Multiple transit stations, not just one
Encourage multi-modal transportation
Walkable community

8

2

9

23

9

26

Better supporting transit/walking/bike
infrastructure
Make sure option for neighborhoods walkability
to stores, schools, shops
Not doing a good job at transit

Relates to Goal...
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community
connected
community

Also relates to
Goal...
sustainable
development
practices

sustainable
development
practices
sustainable
development
practices

sustainable
development
practices
sustainable
development
practices
sustainable
development
practices

connected
community
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Better utilization of vacant structures and land (5%)
Table
#
3

Idea
#
6

4

12

5

13

5

15

5

17

7

4

9

10

9

14

9

19

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Residential and commercial buildings that are
vacant should be demolished if not revitalized in
a period of time
Incentives for using abandoned or derelict
buildings should be in the zoning ordinance

redevelopment/reuse

Also relates to
Goal...

redevelopment/reuse
redevelopment/reuse
redevelopment/reuse

Incentives for adaptive re-use (like Bailey Bill)
Redevelopment of slums; cracking down on
standards
Redevelop existing properties with an eye on
health and sustainability as opposed to
developing green space

redevelopment/reuse

sustainable
development
practices

redevelopment/reuse
redevelopment/reuse
redevelopment/reuse
redevelopment/reuse

Empty parking lots
Stop building out - reuse what we have close in
Historic districts hurt rehabilitation of houses.
People will not put money in house
Allow industrial to be used for other uses

Greater intensity of development at strategic locations (5%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
10

1

12

1

13

1

16

2

12

3

5

4

2

9

11

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Need density

greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development
greater intensity of
development

Build in incentives for density
Neighborhood integrity is a result of walkability
and density
Density is the answer!
Don't need to go high In order to achieve
density
As development occurs, encourage diversity
and mixed use
But in response to student housing we need
mixed use development downtown
More density to support transit/bikes etc.

Also relates to
Goal...

14

Strong neighborhoods (3%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
4

8

3

9

20

9

21

Idea
Stronger identity for districts
Neighborhood scale development should be
encouraged
Neighborhood friendly businesses within
neighborhoods
Revive schools to be built within neighborhoods
- connections with neighborhoods

Relates to Goal...

Also relates to
Goal...

strong neighborhoods
strong neighborhoods
strong neighborhoods

context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices

strong neighborhoods

Add context-sensitive regulations (14%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
14

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

14

2

15

3

7

4

1

4

6

4

13

5

1

5

5

5

10

Idea
Preservation is greatly important
Building height - limits in the Vista at 50 ft
Protecting views of the Capital downtown
Protecting nature and integrity of historic
districts (Main St and Vista)
Buffers between districts, make sure we
maintain between residential and commercial
The vista was made popular by activists but
were pushed out, losing diversity and vibrancy,
should find ways to keep them
Challenge of changing zoning based on old code
- difficult to rezone when areas are changing
Student housing should be limited to a certain
district so that it is not spread out
Innovista should incorporate residential student housing in same building with offices to
that zoning allows for mixed-use in same
building
Discourage proliferation of boarding houses in
inner city area
Setbacks in Melrose Heights
Overabundance of student housing
Balance historic preservation and green building
practices

Relates to Goal...

Also relates to
Goal...

context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices

context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices

housing choices

housing choices
sustainable
development

15

Table
#

Idea
#

5

21

5

23

6

1

9

16

9

17

9

18

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Regulating marginal/unneeded businesses like
check cashing, liquor stores, rent-to-own, title
loan, especially in working class neighborhoods

context-sensitive
practices

No cars for freshman at USC
Non-conforming uses - title loans, etc.
Lack of landlords who want to fix house because of historic district regulations
Ability to look at other counties for guidance keep buildings but make affordable
Shardon good example of improvements at
historic district new doors/windows etc.

Also relates to
Goal...
practices

context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices
context-sensitive
practices

Modernize zoning districts and development standards (13%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
1

1

2

1

3

1

17

1

19

1

26

2

6

2

10

2

11

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Make Cola/Rich Co. more handicap accessible
(public and private building)

modernize districts
and standards

Make more realistic codes

modernize districts
and standards

Parking regulations are tough and certain
areas are underutilized
Innovation and creativity will follow if rules
are not overly restrictive
Zoning should encourage - not just restrict
Trees for stormwater management
What are the criteria being used to evaluate
the code - technology and innovation, how we
can change to new technologies 40 years in
the future. Integration with
commercial/residential/government uses and
needs
Raising standards of development
What are the models being used to address
zoning changes - Buckhead in Atlanta is going
through similar changes. Ensure housing and
job availability

Also relates to Goal...

modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards

modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards

sustainable
development practices

high-quality design
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Table
#
4

Idea
#
3

4

4

4

7

4

9

4

10

6

4

6

9

7

2

8

4

8

5

9

15

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Parking issues because laws not enforced until
later - or now a city garage is for private
student housing
Breaks for parking in zoning should be
discouraged so that businesses have sufficient
parking
Large-scale development should be
encouraged to use or incorporate long-range
planning to incorporate city infrastructure
(like what PUDs used to do)
Zoning to address all infrastructure
requirements - parking, water and sewer,
traffic, accessibility, etc.
Incentives for developers as 50% of required
parking - it impacts adjacent neighborhoods

modernize districts
and standards

Conditional uses
PUD
Parking areas/parking requirements
Time to grow for entrepreneurial growth
Incentives for small businesses to allow them
to establish - Development
regulations/standards
Zoning allowances - to encourage investment
not discourage investment

Also relates to Goal...

modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards

modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards
modernize districts
and standards

context-sensitive
practices

modernize districts
and standards

Incorporate sustainable development practices (11%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
5

1

7

1

15

1

24

4

16

Idea

Relates to Goal...

More encouragement for green building
practices and technologies
Sustainability is at best not about climate
change. No efforts have been made to treat
the impending crisis
LEED is too specific and expensive to reach
goals that could be reached cheaper
Increase urban canopy and have greater effort
in saving trees we have
Encourage more solar power in zoning. Solar
counts, etc.

sustainable development
practices
sustainable development
practices

Also relates to
Goal...

sustainable development
practices
sustainable development
practices
sustainable development
practices
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Table
#
7

Idea
#
8

9

9

9

13

Idea
Incorporate sustainable development
practices/ Green building/walkability and
alternative transportation
Walkability - heat - beautiful trees - why do
people stay inside
Green buildings - historic designation will not
allow double insulated windows but can add
storm windows

Relates to Goal...

Also relates to
Goal...

sustainable development
practices
sustainable development
practices
sustainable development
practices

Create a user-friendly code (9%)
Table
#
1

Idea
#
6

1

9

1

11

1

25

3

12

4

8

5
5

Idea

Relates to Goal...

Participatory - what attempts have been made to
keep communication open with participants of
based community efforts

user-friendly code

City needs to be more proactive in public
participation especially in districts and corridors

Also relates to
Goal...

user-friendly code

User friendly means people use it. Don’t over
specify
City needs to listen to residents. Do a better job
of incorporating concerns/thoughts/ideas from
neighborhoods

user-friendly code

user-friendly code

9

Include the University in rewrite planning
Sewer tap fees or other infrastructure
referenced in zoning
Like DDRC; flexibility of working with staff

11

Understandable code - no law degree required

user-friendly code

6

3
10

7

6

7

7

8

1

Flexibility of staff to make decisions
Clear and precise steps - process for
development - clear turnaround times
Create a more friendly code from a
contractor/homeowner/developer point of view
Create a flexible code where the neighborhood
changes the code can still apply
Better public notice of zoning changes

user-friendly code

6

9

2

Community relations

user-friendly code

9

3

user-friendly code

9

8

Simplify regulations - make understandable
Super majority of people required to change
zoning

user-friendly code

user-friendly code
user-friendly code

user-friendly code
user-friendly code
user-friendly code
user-friendly code

user-friendly code
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Kick-off questionnaires
The following tables contain complete responses to the kick-off questionnaires. Response numbers
relate to one unique questionnaire from one respondent.

Response
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1. What has been your experience with the current Zoning and Land Development Ordinance?

11
12
13

The current ordinances are frustrating and seem to be designed more for 1965 than 2015.
Enough to be pleased changes will occur...
Cumbersome to navigate; difficult to interpret; amended and cobbled together such that they
are no longer cohesive, rational documents; not in compliance with current state laws,
development standards and best practices; disrespectful of traditional land use patterns, mixes
and relationships--it's limited to mid-20th century thinking; generally irrespective of local
climate, culture and history; doesn't address the current needs of the community; it's autocentric and discourages other modes of transportation.

14
15

Very little.
None, but I have read it. I am a taxpaying citizen of Columbia and want to see long term planning
as a FOCUS.
My wife and I attended a city sponsored planning session last year, and found it to have been
very interesting. I am a big proponent of the Sasaki plan, and was reassured to discover that not
only has it not been shelved, but is consulted quite regularly, when making decisions on smart
growth.
I live and work in the City and experience the results of the ordinance every day.
Extremely confusing and too often compromised via PUDs and zoning changes.
Very limited.
Yes, our neighbor behind us used his "right" to raise chickens to cut off SCANA light hovering
over his coop. Now when I come in my yard it is pitch dark. Plus, to get a 2 year old (who likes to
run) out the car in the dark is not easy. I am working to get SCEG to cut light back on before
school starts in August.
None

16

17
18
19
20

21

NA
No problems as we work with city staff.
Needs clarity and enforcement.
None - just moved to Columbia.
Staff recommendations don't always influence/agree planning commission.
It's ok, but slightly cumbersome.
Mixed
Favorable, flexible, good people.
Aside from the question of can I put an additional building on my home property - none.
The "killing" of PUD-C has resulted in some real problems for University Hill--uses we carefully
negotiated are now in question, and we don't want open season for commercial uses. It would
be nice if there were some way to allow uses that enhance residential use--shops and
restaurants, that would not be able to devolve into bars and convenience stores that are
primarily beer outlets. The density of bars in Five Points is a serious problem.

19

Response
#
22

1. What has been your experience with the current Zoning and Land Development Ordinance?

23

I am a member of the City of Columbia Tree and Appearance Commission and it comes up often
in our meetings.
I do not have previous experience with the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance.
There is not enough emphasis on the need for buffers near streams and other bodies of water.
Also, there is not a requirement that paving be permeable or that run off from parking lots be
decreased.
I have served as an appointed member of a city commission.
Tree canopy in our neighborhood has been severely compromised due to trimming to
accommodate power lines. This has a negative impact on the aesthetics of our neighborhood and
the potential to negatively impact our home values. Burying all utility lines would improve these
issues.
NA
I am an attorney who has advised clients on zoning issues for many years. Columbia's current
zoning and land development ordinance is generally a well-constructed, workable document.
(1)As part of Druid Hills Neighborhood Association, I voted for burying utility lines in Columbia.
(2)Columbia's Forestry and Beautification has planted trees in our neighborhood right-of-way
street areas. (3)Several years ago, I was on Columbia's Tree & Appearance Commission when we
revised the tree ordinance & saved beautiful live oaks in the parking area of Walmart on Garner's
Ferry Road.

24
25

26
27

28
29
30

31
32
33
34

35
36
37

Response
#
1

In my limited exposure, I think that a good job is trying to be done, and I appreciate the instances
when the consensus in my neighborhood re: any particular issue has had a strong effect on the
voting members. That said, I think that sometimes the current regulations are not intelligently
applied in instances where problems could be BETTER solved by some stretch in the application
of the rules. Stretching is good only when it leads to a better solution, and not for any personal
reason or instance.

Thankful for the opportunity. Not really sure if our voices will be heard but thankful that we can
discuss.
It is very confusing and the zoning districts need to be updated. Also lots of confusing overlays.
Public finds out too late.
I live in the Vista as a tax paying resident. I was upset when the Hyatt Place hotel was allowed to
build over the height regulation. I would like to see the integrity of height restrictions kept to a
maximum of four stories.
NA
I am sorry but I have not had any actual experience with the current Zoning and Land
Development and am unfamiliar with the proposed ordinance rewrite.
We were appalled that somehow the height restriction for new buildings was totally ignored for
the new hotel on Lady Street. Not only did it take away our full view of the capitol dome but it is
disheartening to believe that rules can be overlooked.

2. What are the most important changes to the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance that
would make you feel this rewrite project has been successful?
Have a feeling that we are looking at how the city will be in 20 years.
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Response
#
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

16
17
18
19

20

21
22

23

2. What are the most important changes to the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance that
would make you feel this rewrite project has been successful?
Easy to use and understand.
NA
NA
Establish defined district (zoning) lines that are more regular (linear) than irregular (nonlinear) as
in follow corridor lines.
Simple rules encouraging center city development.
City and County codes are coordinated and similar in language and implementation.
Green friendly
Not sure if it is a zoning issue, but it would be nice if HOA's were stripped of the power that says
you can or can't have a motorhome or boat on your own property.
Addressing the above.
I'd like to see neighborhoods have power to shape development.
Move more towards form based code, but use a hybrid. Look to other cities that are state
capitals with major universities (Raleigh, Baton Rouge, Austin, and Nashville) too see what has
worked, and has not worked.
Replace existing Euclidean zoning districts with either form-based or performance-based zoning.
Decrease parking requirements in the Urban Core. Encourage/require development and
landscaping patterns that decrease the heat island effect. Hold residential home builders to the
same tree preservation standards as commercial builders. Provide incentives for LEED certified
buildings. Allow urban agriculture throughout the City in all scales. Allow for some animal
husbandry in appropriate areas in reasonable concentrations.
Increase the tree canopy, which provides shade, cools the air through evaporation, cleans the air,
and beautifies the City. Decrease stormwater runoff so that our rivers and watersheds are
cleaner. Both of these would make for a safer, healthier Columbia.
Including a requirement for future development to bury electrical wires, and plant tall canopy
trees, and plan for proper draining with heavy rainfall. Can we consider solar for future
recreational centers and other city properties?
NA
I believe a focus on encouraging density (by removing parking requirements), putting power lines
underground, and encouraging trees and parks downtown would have a big impact.
Clear understandable zoning.
I am very much in favor of limiting overhead utility lines. I am in favor of requiring all future
utility lines to be installed underground and burying existing overhead utility lines wherever it is
economically feasible.
It needs to address some common core knowledge that if there is an increase in family housing
than there would be an increase in learning centers/schools. I was appalled that those sections
were not addressed.
See answer to question 5 below.
Continuing my thoughts from #1, above, I think the most satisfactory way to regulate is to apply
common sense to rules which are carefully promulgated to be workable, and to satisfy the goal
of those regulations. That means: a reasonable and beneficial goal must be stated, obtainable
and applied. Any changes that increase the intelligence and common-sense application of wellthought-out rules would be excellent. I think the experts in land-use planning should make every
attempt to begin intelligently and expect that intelligence and common-sense, along with clear,
stated goals, to make the best start.
NA
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Response
#
24

25

26

27
28
29

30
31

32

33
34
35
36
37

Response
#
1
2
3
4

2. What are the most important changes to the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance that
would make you feel this rewrite project has been successful?
Attention to: burying utility lines so that trees can be planted (without being stunted by severe
pruning) and bicycle lane planning to encourage cyclists. I am also in favor of stricter ordinances
to restrict the location of adult businesses in our community.
There need to be regulations about when trees may be cut and about the size that may be cut.
Also, zoning should allow for high density housing that will provide room for community green
space close to the housing. Regulations should prevent the paving of large parcels of land, as
with parking lots. If a strip mall is abandoned, the original owner/developer should be
responsible for restoring it to forested land.
The regulations must be rewritten to be more pedestrian-friendly and bicycle-oriented, to
require trees to be maintained and replanted, to allow for more passively methods of rain and
runoff retention, to require less strip development and to require undergrounding of utility lines
(with planting above them).
Please bury power, telephone and cable lines! All new construction should include provisions to
bury new lines. Measures should be put in place to bury existing lines.
Burying the power lines.
Planting as many trees as possible.
I urge the City to incorporate provisions in the revised ordinance to: (1) Encourage a more bicycle
and pedestrian-friendly urban area; (2) Encourage and/or require all utility lines to be buried,
beginning in Columbia's urban core and working outward.
I am interested in urban green spaces and protected areas that are not to be developed. We
need extended areas with tree canopies to provide habitat for birds and wildlife.
Protecting the West Gervais Historic Commercial District in the Vista from encroachment of too
tall building and/or too tall building in the area. I'm a recent move to Columbia and the new
hotel Hyatt is a little too tall for the area. This was already done, but using it as an
example.....this is a way to potentially destroy the ambiance and feel of this area. It is a unique
and historic area which should be preserved and promoted. Foot traffic is entirely possible
without tall buildings to ruin an area (Charleston as example).
I feel that we need to protect the look and feel of the Gervais Street corridor. This street from
the river to the Capitol is probably the most important street in the state. I think that there
should be a strict 50 foot height limit in the blocks on both sides of Gervais from the river to
Assembly Street.
Clean, occupied buildings, good landscaping
Keeping the height regulations to no more than 4 stories.
NA
NA
Enforce the rules and have someone in charge who will not be politically or monetarily swayed.

3. Are there specific issues related to development (or development regulations) that you
believe need to be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance rewrite?
Consistency in architecture and style within one area
Protect our history and the green space
Sign ordinance penalties
Form-based zoning; sustainability; walkable neighborhoods and neighborhood commercial
zones; development of the riverfront as a community amenity
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Response
#
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21

3. Are there specific issues related to development (or development regulations) that you
believe need to be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance rewrite?
Ask does the city want to grow? Become a southeastern city with a vibrant and diverse
downtown
Don't let students destroy neighborhoods around university. If you encourage density, you
reduce the need for cars
Require business license for rental properties
Intensive development with large open greenways
Other than that answered in #2, no.
See above.
1. Sign ordinance is critical. (Look at Old Town SaaS Alexandria). Tree requirements if we want
the residential and mixed use areas to be walkable. Design ordinances--we need great design in
the City.
Quality affordable housing in mixed communities that are diverse should be an extremely
important guiding principle.
Site design, building placement, and building design should be not only contextual and
compatible, but also respective of local climate and environmental factors (sun angle, wind
patterns, temperature extremes, slope, soil types etc) by employing Permaculture and LEED
principles. Doing so will decrease run-off and energy usage while increasing property values and
livability.
More stringent stormwater standards. Require builders to bury utility lines during construction
of large projects.
Including a requirement for future development to bury electrical wires, and plant tall canopy
trees, and plan for proper draining with heavy rainfall.
I am not a business owner, but know folks in the business community who complain the city is
too tight in approving new development. I don't know if this is true. I believe we have to
encourage investment in our city, but without allowing development that runs contrary to a
good vision for smart growth. I believe architectural guidelines, for one thing, to be important. I
was pleased to see a recent Vista business' request for neon lighting denied, as it would
represent precedent, and allow that district to become something other than what Columbians
deserve.
Get rid of parking requirements and require commercial developers to plan trees and put power
lines underground.
Most specific protection for historic areas, such as the VISTA
See above
17-265 Day Care services was so outdated. I currently work in early childhood education as a
Health Services Manager and there is no evidence based guidelines under the play equipment
(expect to stay away from the fence)!! Plus, who is the city board of health? Day Care licensing
is under the Department of Social Services (DSS). Unfortunately, SC Dept of Health will only
monitor immunizations. Everything is under DSS.... Sec 17-296 Elementary and secondary
schools. I am thankful that it was added about 3 years ago. However, just doing a traffic study by
2 guys is not fair to the hundreds of parents or homeowners who will have to deal with heavy
traffic. Areas around schools should have proper entry/outlets to the school (especially
elementary) to accommodate traffic flow and/or emergency evacuations. My son will be
attending Brockman Elementary and I know it is a nightmare at drop-off/pick-up and I cannot
imagine if an incident occurs with one way in and one way out.
See answer to 5 below.
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Response
#
22

3. Are there specific issues related to development (or development regulations) that you
believe need to be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance rewrite?
Issues in my mind include: (1) Make the basic concept clear, (2) Make rules as simple, and
unambiguous as possible, (3) Have the rules pertain closely to what they are trying to do, (4)
Make maximum use of flexibility where needed to have a BETTER result (not for convenience or,
for example, an applicant's budget constraints); that would mean not to bend to enhance
development, but to have rules that enhance development. Major goal should be to define the
good that will be accomplished by these regulations, and make it clear and easy to comply.

23

I believe the most important things facing the City as it moves forward are the need for utility
lines to be buried and the need for emphasis on a greater tree canopy lining our streets to cut
down on our reliance storm water drainage. When major building projects are undertaken,
there is no excuse for the City to not have in place an aggressive requirement that all new and
existing power lines be buried.

24

See above. I am also very excited about what the Gills Creek Watershed is planning and doing to
restore and protect our waterways. What they are doing can be a model for the other
watersheds that make up the Columbia metropolitan area.
Eliminate storm water runoff from paved areas. Require the planting of trees when new
development takes place. Require buffers near bodies of water.
Increase the number of trees kept and planted in new development and require them to be
maintained. Require power lines to be placed underground on new development. Provide
incentives to meet these requirements.
See above.
NA
See response to question 2, above.
Conservation vision for our city that is integrated with areas beyond our city limits.
Yes, I believe that any zoning which allows unlimited or ~75 ft buildings on the West side of
Assembly is inappropriate. Assembly is a major street and that should be the dividing line
between >50/75 ft buildings and the Vista/West Gervais Historic district. Proposed map shows
unlimited height proposed to Park Street. This should end at Assembly see # 2 above.
NA
Sidewalks on Park St in Vista. No trash in front or on sides of restaurants like Pearlz.
I like the uniqueness of the retail establishments and restaurants (except Twin Peaks).
Height restrictions in the area defined as The Vista. Millions of dollars have been invested in this
thriving area. Do not let it be taken over by high rise structures. You have Main Street areas for
those types of buildings.
My main concern is the height of the building issue. I believe we should stay with the current
restrictions for the VISTA area.
Height and visual integrity of the area. I just returned from Hilton Head where the city planners
have excelled. It's beautifully laid out and store fronts are obscured by landscaping.

25
26

27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

36
37

Response
#
1

4. What has been your experience with development permitting under the current Zoning and
Land Development Ordinance? Are development review processes too time consuming?
Adequate? Please provide specific examples.
Not too time consuming.
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Response
#
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27
28
29

4. What has been your experience with development permitting under the current Zoning and
Land Development Ordinance? Are development review processes too time consuming?
Adequate? Please provide specific examples.
Sometimes it takes a month or more to get to the board.
NA
NA
Access for ideas and collaboration with staff is mostly positive.
Too long.
Not coordinated between departments - disconnected in code.
Have had favorable outcomes with DDRC and planning.
NA
We appreciate when developers work with us, instead of against us. Peak Campus, for example.
I don't have any experience--except the shock of finding out that my neighborhood was zoned to
allow Taboo to locate here.
Limited, so nothing specific.
Most City staff strive to address customers' needs in a timely manner, however because of the
current development codes complexity, various and multiple required reviews, special overlay
requirements, and some antiquated office procedures, the time from application to permit can
be exceedingly long. Only large projects should require DDRC or PC review/approval;
professional staff are very capable and should be given the flexibility of escalating cases to DDRC
or PC rather than only handling the most basic of approvals.
Have not had any.
NA
NA
No experience.
They are extremely confusing and hard for members of the public to understand and get
involved.
No experience.
None
None
Sorry, cannot be specific; I have only heard second hand. But, what I did hear was generally the
onerous and unintelligent rule cohesion at the expense of a more flexible, read common sense,
approach which, on the whole, would have achieved the intended goal. Thus, yes, time
consuming. "Adequate" in my book should mean the goal was met at the least amount of
reasonable expense of time and money. Any benefits to the environment, especially the planted
and water-related environment, should be real, that is to say, actually beneficial and not just
perceived to be beneficial, and, since it is real, should be held to be nearly-inviolate.
NA
NA
NA
It appears that haphazard developments which do not protect the environment or stimulate a
sense of urban beauty and planning are allowed without much question. Compliance needs to
be much better and enforcement needs to be stricter.
NA
NA
Columbia's review processes seem about right to me.
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#
30

31

32

33
34
35
36
37

Response
#
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

4. What has been your experience with development permitting under the current Zoning and
Land Development Ordinance? Are development review processes too time consuming?
Adequate? Please provide specific examples.
I am currently learning the process while involved with a concerned citizens group in Forest
Acres that is trying to protect property from development. One lesson is that minimum
requirements for PPD zoning seems to overturn a city's foresight with conservation in their
comprehensive plan. Disturbing. There should be commitment to conservation for any city.
A little confusing. Currently discussing the Park and Lady parking lot which was voted down by
Planning Commission. I did not know that it then had to go to council. That project has no real
meat to it that we know of other than it needs to be 15 stories or more. Again this will help kill
one of the gems of Columbia and encroaches into an area that draws plenty of people and will
draw more IF we keep the ambiance what it is for us and generations to come. Process does
seem a little long.
I feel that in the planning process we ask for community input but that doesn't seem to make a
difference in the final regulations. A public event last year on Lincoln Street obtained input from
many people on the appropriate size and type of building in the Vista. However, the plan that
was approved seems to ignore that input and allow very tall buildings in the Vista.
No comment
I think in the Vista keeping to the rules today would be best. Buildings kept to a minimum height.
Allowing restaurants and bars and retail to continue to open.
Too slow. That's why Columbia is so far behind Charleston and Greenville. Also, it's who you
know that counts and not what's best.
Not familiar.
Appears to be politically not citizen dominated.

5. What broader goals should be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance
rewrite?
NA
Keeping our city safe, green, and family friendly.
Appearance, bike and pedestrian.
What unique qualities of Columbia should the ordinance enhance/encourage? Lay groundwork
for future transit corridors. Master plan for open space and green corridors. Neighborhood
planning units, or some other smaller scale planning division
Density of residential, office, retail. A place people can live and work.
Encourage innovation, freedom of choice leads entrepreneurs to create opportunities.
Encourage density for economic, environmental, and quality of life issues. Encourage affordable
workforce housing.
Meld with County Zoning and Land Development ordinance.
All info presented in group lists and share on website not just results of surveys/questionnaires.
See response to question 2.
Reducing reliance on cars and parking: requiring buried utilities and extensive shade trees, and
buffers between fast traffic and pedestrians.
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#
11
12
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14

15
16
17
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5. What broader goals should be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance
rewrite?
We all want to live in a nice place. There's no reason Columbia can't do what other cities are
doing if we work toward thoughtful regulations. Good zoning will attract good businesses!
Quality affordable housing in mixed communities that are diverse should be an extremely
important guiding principle.
These new ordinances and accompanying zoning map should implement the new Land Use Plan
and create a more seamless urban fabric with Richland County where possible. Increase
flexibility of land uses for development in various areas as already identified by the Land Use Plan
with an eye toward private property rights. Decrease unnecessary bureaucracy and reviews to
make a more streamlined development review and permitting process. Encourage or require
development types and patterns that raise the livability of the City and spur further positive
development which respects the local culture, character, and history of Columbia and South
Carolina.
By increasing the tree canopy, reducing stormwater runoff, and beautifying the City, we will
make it safer, healthier and more beautiful. This saves the City money, attracts residents, and
enhances quality of life.
We need to look at our City from a long term sustainability point of view - to protect it for our
children.
NA
Increase density, encourage development along river, more trees, less power lines.
See previous responses.
Make the city and county a greener, more inviting environment; encourage walking, biking, and
green spaces.
There needs to be collaboration between utilities (water) and SCEG. I have worked with families
with young children (0-10 years old) for many years in this city. I cannot tell you the numerous
home visits of families living in home with no electricity/water. These are families with working
adults. Some of the homes are deplorable and inhuman but they are in our city deemed as
family housing. I feel when the meter is cut off somebody needs to be informed especially if
someone is living in the house- such as a vulnerable adult or an infant.

21
22

Need to increase tree canopy, reduce stormwater runoff, bury power lines.
The broad goals of supporting the natural environment, business interests, and quality of
community life such as noise and pollution issues should be maximized. My feeling is that we
can't have a city on the cheap if we want to have a great quality of life in Columbia. That means
that business needs to bite the bullet and accept the cost and responsibility of environmental
stewardship. Environmental stewardship--really the stewardship of both the natural and the
built world-does not come cheap and will not be had cheaply. Please do yourselves proud for
the next generations. Thank you.

23
24

NA
Care for waterways (waterway buffers and alternatives to directing water into storm drains),
cycling and pedestrian provisions.
NA
Protect the environment and encourage pedestrian and bicycle movement throughout the city,
which is far too car-oriented as the regulations now stand.
NA
Burying the power lines. Planting as many trees as possible. Other cities can do it, why can't we?
Let's make Columbia LOOK as beautiful as possible. When it does, business and development
will follow. -Rob Ward, Owner/Cantina 76
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#
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30
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5. What broader goals should be addressed in the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance
rewrite?
See response to question 2, above.
Involving citizens before utilities clear-cut trees & spray chemicals on property that borders
homeowners' yards with pets. What SCE&G did to our city was a nightmare.
Strive to be a world class destination like Charleston or at least a regional destination which is in
process. Study other cities and zone appropriately. Use major streets to divide zones.
Promoting growth but maintaining the character of neighborhoods.
Better website.
Height regulations.
More focus on Lady Street development and then close to through traffic on weekends for a
walking street of businesses, bars, and restaurants.
Again, I strongly believe that if we change the height of the new development in the VISTA, it will
become just an extension of Main Street and lose its unique characteristics of a village. Surely
Columbia can follow Charleston's success on this issue and deny high-rise development in the
VISTA area. Please tread very carefully before just looking at the money-side of things, as
everyone I have spoken to agrees with me on this one issue. Thank you for your consideration.
Make all rules clear and binding with no loop holes.

Email responses follow.
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General questions
1.

What improvements should be included in the new Zoning and Land Development Ordinance to make
you feel the rewrite project is successful? (e.g., provisions that encourage the desired types of growth
and development/redevelopment, provide more certainty in the review process, protect the character of
existing neighborhoods, strengthen building design standards, make redevelopment easier, create a
more user-friendly document, etc.).
 New plan must be easy to understand by non-real estate, non-planning people. So much of the
current zoning goes over people’s heads
 Consistent for everyone: As it takes an exception or review of some nature to get most anything
done in the current plan, things are acceptable for one group may not be acceptable for another
creating disillusionment
 Further, the new plan should increase the speed by which new development can be approved.
o If a site is properly zoned for the project, one should not have to go through 5 hearings
from Planning Commission, City Council, BOZA and DDRC to get permission to build
o Would love to see consistency with building codes and inspectors, although that may
be out side the scope of this assignment. However, there was a coffee shop that was
trying to open on Gervais St. Design review was requiring a planter outside the front
door for aesthetic purposes. The fire marshal was saying that was not allowed. Neither
side would budge causing a 2-month delay on the project. Those stories need to end.
 The new plan must be flexible. 25 years ago, we could not envision mixed use development, or
live-work units. Our new plan must have the flexibility to work with jet packs, or some other
trend change that seems unlikely now. If Starbucks decides to roast coffee inside their stores, is
the considered an industrial use that would then be prohibited on Harbison Boulevard? We must
be able to be flexible that uses we now consider incompatible with other uses, may adjust in the
future.
 New zoning must encourage projects compatible with the area where they will be built, without
stymieing creativity in design
o So much of the design in Columbia is exactly the same; it is boring.
o Still we must preserve historic contexts
 Have you seen the Hyatt on River Street in Savannah? It looks like a massive
mid-80’s tumor growing out of the historic buildings on the river. We don’t
need that.
 I’d like to see multi-family housing along N. Main, however I’d be upset if my
neighbor were allowed to build four stories looking into my back year with no
property line buffer
 Zoning must accommodate historic buildings that have no additional property and buildings
with other special circumstances
o Those buildings obviously won’t meet parking and must be allowed to make other
arrangements
o Those buildings can’t bury a grease trap outside the property and must be allowed to
make other arrangements
o Those buildings will not be able to accommodate landscaping requirements

2.

How well does the current Zoning and Land Development Ordinance reflect the concepts or goals
represented in Plan Columbia and The Columbia Plan 2018?
 In my opinion it fails in many of the priorities mentioned above.
o It only allows homogenous uses together
o Requirements for parking and landscaping are the same in Harbison as they are on
Main St
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o
o

3.

Everything requires an exception
Plan is difficult to understand

What is the single biggest criticism you have about the existing Zoning and Land Development
Ordinance?

Every square peg must fit in a round hole. There is no room for creative development and
experimentation

4.

In what ways do the current regulations fail to promote appropriate or desired forms of development?
Too many things require too many exceptions. For example, ULI, City Government and the population to
have dense development downtown have expressed it. However density has to have a special exception
by BOZA.
Another example is the failure of ground floor retail space, although it is still required to have a
component built into many urban developments even if it is just an afterthought.
 The retail space in the garage of the Meridian building has never been built out for occupancy
since completion in 2004
 The City Garage on Taylor and Sumter Streets has retail spaces that have never been occupied
 The retail space in the bottom of the HUB costs a prohibitive amount to build out because of the
way it was designed
I’m not saying ground floor retail is a bad thing, but I feel like we have it in many cases because the words
ground floor retail were a trendy thing to require, even though the reality of occupancy by an actual
retailer never stood a chance.

5.

How well do the current regulations encourage sustainable development practices?
I really do not have much experience. However, solar panels were prohibited in many historic
neighborhoods because they didn’t look historic. This underscores why flexibility is necessary.

Review process and procedures: The Zoning and Land Development Ordinance generally spells out the steps
that a proposal must go through to be approved and specify what must be submitted by the applicant, identify
notice provisions, and set out criteria for decision-makers.

6.

What development review processes work well, and should be retained? What processes aren’t working
well, and how could they improve?
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I think much of the processes success or failure depends on the staff member, and how many specifics
they are willing to provide. At the same time, when it comes to design and landscaping review, staff may
do their best to guide a developer only to have a project turned down by DDRC. That is a problem.
When staff is not specific it is also frustrating. We had a developer trying to get a landscaping plan
approved. He asked what was required and was told he had to propose a plan. Then when he proposed a
plan he was told it was not acceptable. There must be more guidance.
7.

Should more decision-making responsibility be delegated to staff? Less?
That is tough: On one hand it would be great to allow staff to make more decisions to avoid going to
committee hearings like BOZA or DDRC. On the other hand, there have been cases with building
inspectors where they have made ridiculous decisions and there is no recourse and no one to appeal to
for help. The most notable example was of Wine Garage on North Main. It is a 1,000 SF building. In order
for them to be able to serve alcohol to customers, the building inspector required them to have 2 ADA
compliant restrooms, which would take 600 square feet. Obviously unnecessary and prohibitive.
Another example is Rue 77 in the Vista Center Garage on Assembly Street. Upon the first meeting with
inspectors a plan was approved. However, on the final walk through before a CO would be issued, they
were told that they would have to have a buried grease trap rather than the under the sink grease trap
that the previous inspector had improved. This was further complicated by the fact the space is in a
parking garage and it is physically impossible to accommodate burying grease trap. However the
inspector would not let up, delaying the restaurant opening until enough pressure was brought that he
relented to the previous, appropriate idea. Therefore, having staff with no public over-site is difficult to
get excited about. Our new code should be clear and flexible enough to allow staff to make appropriate
decisions. However, those decisions must be consistent across staff and one should not have to pray that
they get lucky with the staff person that they receive reviewing their plans.

8.

Is it clear to applicants and potential investors what is required to obtain different types of development
approval (e.g. prerequisite approvals, needed information; procedures, criteria; etc)?
Ha Ha Ha!!!!!! NO!

9.

Do the current regulations strike a good balance between the need to process applications effectively
and the need to keep the public informed and give them opportunities to comment? If not, what could be
done to strike a better balance?
To a degree, yes, but I do think that the notification requirements could be adjusted to accommodate
modern methods. We have had projects delayed because of misprints by the State, in an area that I don’t
think people actually read anyway

10. Are the current regulations being enforced satisfactorily?
Yes
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11. Are there development review procedures in other jurisdictions that you think work well and should be
considered in the update? If yes, please provide the development review procedure that works well, and
the name and state of municipality.

Permitting for buildings in Lexington is significantly faster than permitting in Columbia

Substantive issues: Substantive issues include items such as the list of permissible uses, zoning districts,
dimensional requirements, parking and landscape regulations, street standards, and design and form controls.
These substantive standards are generally focused on ensuring that a development is located in an appropriate
place and that it is attractive and compatible with its surroundings and the environment.

12. Are current substantive standards too weak, too rigid, or too flexible? In what particular areas?
With the attitude of the current staff, DDRC and BOZA, I think standards are ok, however in the past they
have been much too rigid. Each parcel of property is different and won’t necessarily conform, but that
does not make a project bad.

13. Is Columbia’s current Zoning and Land Development Ordinance competitive in comparison to similar
cities in the region such as Charlotte, NC; Greenville, NC; Raleigh, NC; and Charleston, SC?
I do not know

14. Please list any particular revisions you would like to see to any of the following standards, and briefly
state why the change(s) should be considered: Parking; landscaping; resource protection; street design;
building design; other.
Parking: Rather than each business fulfilling its own parking requirement, shared parking should be given
more importance. For example, conditions have gotten better, however back in 2008, I was working with
a restaurant in a historic building in the Vista and was told we had to arrange parking. There was one lot
nearby, who would lease parking on a month-to-month basis. However, staff was requiring a yearlong
lease, which was impossible to accommodate.
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15. Please list substantive standards needed in any other areas, such as neighborhood compatibility; street
connectivity; housing options; and green building.
While I certainly appreciate green building standards and their importance in pro-longing our quality of
life on this beautiful planet, I’m skeptical of including them in zoning codes. The standards for what
makes a green building have changed significantly since LEED first gained popularity. Many innovations
have been introduced and other things were deemed less important. I think that we will have an
impossible task to write a code that has specific green requirements but still allows for changes over the
longs run. I think that this would reduce the useful life of our code. Much in the way that solar panels
required special approval, if we require solar, but it turns out that wind is much more efficient, yet we
require solar, we have an outdated code.

16. Are current development standards sufficiently clear and specific so that the public and applicants can
understand them? If not, can you identify specific examples of standards that need clarification?

17. Are the current zoning districts appropriate? Should certain districts be consolidated or deleted? Are new
districts needed? What other changes need to be made to the districts?

18. Are the city's residential neighborhoods adequately protected from incompatible development? If not,
what specific provisions may provide better protection?

19. Are important terms used in the current regulations adequately defined? For what terms should a
definition be added? Are existing definitions sufficiently clear?
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Formatting & organization: Formatting and organization are key to making a development code user-friendly.
They involve issues such as page layout, reference sections (table of contents, definitions, etc.), and illustrations.

20. Is it difficult to find applicable provisions, standards, or criteria? If so, in which parts of the regulations, or
on what topic?

21. Do you have suggestions for improving formatting and usability in the regulations (graphics, flow charts,
index, etc.)?

22. Is the online version of the regulations user-friendly? How could they improve?
Municode sucks. It is difficult to find the sections you need using the links and difficult to format them
correctly to your screen. There really must be something better.

Miscellaneous Issues: Does the Zoning and Land Development Ordinance have other specific problems that have
not been addressed above?

5/21/15
Krista M. Hampton, Director
Planning and Development Services
1136 Washington St.
Columbia, SC 29201
RE: Zoning and Land Development Questionnaire
Dear Ms. Hampton,
I have reviewed your questionnaire and the weplantogether.org website regarding the Rewrite Project
and appreciate the opportunity to address issues that occurred last year when we submitted a
demolition request on behalf of the owner of a home located in a Permanent Community Character
Protection (-CC1) Overlay District.
In August of 2014 we requested permission to demolish 3848 Wilmot Ave.; the home was in severe
disrepair and a neighborhood eyesore. I visited over 50 homes in the neighborhood to discuss the plans
for demolition and new construction. I found no one that didn’t want the house gone. The majority of
the homeowners were not aware of how the CC1 could impact their control of property and force them
to live in an area with an overgrown crime magnet. When I attended the D/DRC meeting along with
numerous homeowners there to support the demolition it was “driven home” to all concerned that the
property owners had absolutely no say in the demolition request, no consideration was given to those
who spoke, wrote letters, sent emails or signed my petition supporting the demolition. The Commission
we were told must adhere to the Criteria for review of requests for demolition permits.
Therefore the homeowners of Sherwood Forest had no say in the Commission’s decision to deny the
request.
I would like to suggest that modifications be made to the Ordinance(s) and the review process that will
allow for:
1. Careful consideration of a homeowner’s demolition request weighing that the property is in and has
been in severe disrepair for an extended period of time and the owner is either unwilling or unable to
maintain it. The benefits to a community of the removal of a distressed property outweighs leaving an
unmarketable property to sit and decay, further lowering the property values for the surrounding
homes.
2. Consideration of input from homeowners in the neighborhood that would be impacted by the
demolition request. Their letters, emails and participation at the Commission’s meeting should have
bearing on any decision that is rendered.
3. Clearer explanation of exactly what the Permanent Community Character Protection can mean to a
homeowner both pro and con. The Sherwood Forest homeowners assumed they had a voice with
regards to a demolition request.

In addition when considering the 1st paragraph of the Permanent Community Character Protection:
“Permanent Community Character Protection (-CC1) overlay was established by City Council as an
overlay district on June 2, 2010 (Ord. 2010-060). This overlay is intended to implement the goals of City
Council by minimizing the possibility that demolition and construction activity within a residential
community would drastically or negatively affect the existing character of a community” certainly the
City Council did not intend for property owners to be forced to live in the vicinity of distressed
properties. I am sure everyone would agree a distressed property will drastically and negatively affect
the character of a community.

Sincerely,

